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هبه شوكت علوش

Read the following business report carefully , and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer
all question that follow.
In this report, we will look at the countries that2 Jordan trades with and what goods it
exports and imports.
First, let’s look at exports . Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate , and the extraction
industry for these minerals is one of the largest in the world . Not surprisingly, two of
largest exports are chemicals and fertilizers . Pharmaceuticals and other industries Jordan’s
represent 30% of Jordan’s Gross Domestic
Product ( GDP), and 75% of Jordan’s Pharmaceuticals are exported . However, the majority
(65% ) of the economy is dominated by services, mostly travel and tourism.
Most of Jordan’s exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia.
Now let’s look at imports. Unlike some other countries in the Middle East , Jordan does
large oil or gas reserves .For that reason, Jordan has to import oil and gas not have
for its energy needs. Its other main imports are cars , medicines and wheat . In 2013,
23.6 % of Jordan’s imports were from Saudi Arabia . This was followed by the EU, with
have come from China and the United States . 17.6% of its imports . Other imports
Jordan has more free trade agreements than any other Arab country, and it trades
freely with many countries, including the USA, Canada and Malaysia .Which other areas
are important for Jordan’s trade ?Jordan first signed a trade agreement with the EU in
1997 CE. It signed a free trade agreement with Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia in 2004 CE.
In 2011 CE, another trade agreement was made with the EU , Egypt , Morocco and
Tunisia
1- Most of Jordan's expert mainly go four countries . write them down .

2-Many of Jordan's fertilizers are made mainly of two minerals . write these two minerals
down .
3-Qoute the sentence which indicate the country that supplied Jordan with nearly a quarter
of its imports in 2013.
4-Find the word in the text which means " things kept back or set aside , especially for
future used "
5- What does the underlined word " it " refer to ?
2- Fatima al-Fihri was the daughter of a wealthy businessman . she used her father's inheritance to
build a learning center in Fez ,Morocco . this learning center become Morocco's top university ,
and it is where many students from all over the world come to study.
-the underline word " where" refer to ?
Find the word from the text that money or things that you get from someone after they die"
-mean "
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Ali ibn Nafi, is also known as" Ziryab"(or Blackbird " because of his beautiful voice ).
He9 was a gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad , and it was his talent for
music that led him11 to Cordoba in the ninth century CE . He was the guest of the
Umayyad ruler there.He is the person who15 established the first music school in the world
in Condoba ,Al-Andalus , teaching musical harmony and composition . He
revolutionized musical theory and is also the person who introduced the oud to Europe.
One of the following options is true about the achievements of Ziryab in music:
a- setting up the first music school in the world and introduction the oud to Europe
b-introducing the oud to Europe and setting up the first music school in Baghdad
c- setting up the first music school in Europe and introducing the oud to
d- setting up the first music school in Cordoba and introducing oud to the world
The current residents of Masdar City are all students at the Masdar Institute of Science and
Technology , a University whose students are fully committed to finding solutions to the
world's energy problems .
- the residents exiting at the present time at Masder city are ………….
a) farmers b)teachers c)students
d)workers
One of the many things which Ibn Bassal achieved was A book of Agriculture .The book
consisted of sixteen chapters which explain how best to grow trees
Fruit and vegetables , as well as herbs and sweet – smelling flowers , perhaps the most
famous chapter of all was the one. that described how to treat different types
of soil . Ibn Bassal also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding underground water
and digging wells . He designed water pumps and irrigation systems .All of these things
were passed on through his15 writing.The influence of Ibn Bassal's book was enormous .
1- Ib Bassal has many achievement in the field of agriculture .write down two of these
achievement .
2-Find the word from the text means " great " ?
3- How Ibn Bassal worked out to irrigate the land?
4- Quote the sentence which show the number of chapter ?
5- There is a famous chapter in Ibn Bassal book. Explain
Keep your presentation short and simple. Start with some friendly comments.(5) For
example, thank your hosts for allowing you to speak to them, and compliment their
company.
Remember to speak slowly and clearly. It is important to appear confident
(even if you’re nervous!).
While you’re speaking, don’t keep your head down. Instead, look round the room
and make eye contact with your audience. Smile!
-The pronoun ''them" in the text refer to?
a- speaker
b- hosts
c-audience
- You should speak your presentation very …..
a- short and simple
b- friendly comments
c-slowly and clearly
d- your head down
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Grammar 1
1- Majed has ……………… passed the final exam.
(successful – successfully – succeed)
2- is one side of the brain more ……….. than the other?
(dominate – dominance – dominant)
3- ……………………. ,young respect old.
(tradition – traditional – traditionally )
4-thank you for your help , I really …………. It
(appreciation - appreciate – appreciative )
5-he designed water pumps and …………….. systems.
(irrigation – irrigate –irrigated )
6-Adam is so …………… in his business.
(success – successful- successfully )
7-the country's …………… on tourism is rather worrying.
(depend – dependence – dependent )
Grammar 2
1- I would have done things differently if I ……….. the manager of the factory.
(had been – am has been – have been)
2- we're late . if only we ……………… the earlier
(hadn’t caught – have caught – had caught – has caught )
3-I am very hungry ! I wish I ……………. Eaten before I went to the conference
(had – hadn’t – has – hasn’t )
4- if it ……………….. , I'll go out.
(doesn’t ran – hadn’t rained – isn’t raining)
5- we regret our team didn’t play very well yesterday
a) we wish we had played very well yesterday
b)we wish we played very well yesterday
c)we wish we hadn’t played very well yesterday
6- the heat made the journey unpleasant
a)the journey which I made was unpleasant
b)it was the heat which made the journey unpleasant
c)the journey which I made was unpleasant because of the heat
d)it was the unpleasant journey which made the heat
7)Taha Hussain is especially famous for his work in literature
It …………………………………………………………………………………
a) it is for his work in literature that Taha Hussain is especially famous
b)it was for his work in literature that Taha Hussain is especially famous
c)it is for his work in literature when Taha Hussain is especially famous
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d) it is for his work in literature that is Taha Hussain is especially famous
8-London is a huge city. It is the capital of UK
Londan , ………………………………………………….
a)which is the capital of UK, is a huge city.
b)where is the capital of UK, is a huge city
c)when the capital of UK, is a huge city
9-I work in a farm ………… sells fresh fruits and vegetables
a- which b- where b- when
c-whose
10-37- I regret speaking aloud in my class.
a- I wish I had spoke aloud in my class
b- I wish I had spoken aloud in my class
c- I wish I have spoken aloud in my class
d- I wish I hadn’t spoken in my class
11- I'm sorry that I didn’t read that book
I wish ………………………………………………………….
a- I weren’t sorry that I didn’t read that book
b- I had read that book
c- I hadn’t read that book
d- I were sorry that I didn’t read that book
12- there are also about twenty-three stables __________ horses may have been kept.a- who b-where c-which
d- whose
.1. Our team didn’t play very well yesterday
If only they ------------------------------------------------------------------- better
a) our team did play vey better yesterday.
b)our team had played very better yesterday
c)our team played very better yesterday.
d) our team hadn’t played very better yesterday.
2. I regret cleaning my house .
I wish I --------------------------------------------------------a) had cleaned my house.
b) hadn’t cleaned my house.
c) had clean my house.
d)hadn’t clean my house.
3- I don't have much money.
If only ----------------------------------------------------a) I didn’t have much money.
b) I hadn’t much money.
c) I had much money.
d) I have much money.
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4- I wish we had got up earlier . this mean:
a)we didn’t get up earlier ,and now we are not late.
b)we don’t get up earlier ,and now we were late.
c)we didn’t get up earlier ,and now we are late.
d)we don’t get up earlier ,and now we are not late.
5- I ate too much and now I have stomachache.
I wish ……………………………………………………………………..
a) I hadn’t eaten so much.
B) I had eaten so much.
c) I has eaten so much .
d) I have eaten so much.
6- I regret doing the deal now.
I wish we ---------------------------------------- it
a)have done
c) haven’t done
b)won't do
d)hadn’t done
7- I'm looking at a beautiful view.
If only----------------------------------------------------------a) I were looking at beautiful view.
b) I are looking at beautiful view.
c) I weren’t looking beautiful view.
d) I aren’t looking beautiful view.
8- my cousins don’t live near here.
a) I wish they were so far away.
b) I wish they had been so far away.
c) I wish they weren’t so far away.
d) I wish they aren’t so far away .
9- my friend didn’t pass his exams .
a) if only he had studied harder.
b) If only he studied harder .
c) if only he hadn’t studied harder.
d) if only he studies harder .
10- I was tired .
If only ……………………………………………………..
a) I aren't tired
b) I weren’t tired
c) I had been tired
d) I hadn’t been tired
11- Maha regrets being angry at breakfast time.
a) if only Maha had been angry at breakfast time.
b) if only Maha hasn’t been angry at breakfast time.
c) if only Maha has been angry at breakfast time.
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d) if only Maha hadn’t been angry at breakfast time.
12- Jamal didn’t prepare well for the exam.
I wish …………………………………………………….
a)he prepared better for the exam.
b) he hadn’t prepared better for the exam.
c) he had prepared better for the exam.
d) he had prepare better for the exam.
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